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Renewal Summary Review


Five-Year Interval Report Back to reports list


Interval Report Details


Report Date: 04/22/2013 Report Type: Renewal


Charter Contract Information


Charter Corporate Name: Maricopa County Community College District on behalf of Phoenix Preparatory
Academy


Charter CTDS: 07-87-43-000 Charter Entity ID: 81174


Charter Status: Open Contract Effective Date: 06/01/1999


Authorizer: ASBCS Contractual Days:


Number of Schools: 1 Phoenix College Preparatory Academy: 180


Charter Grade Configuration: 9-12 Contract Expiration Date: 05/31/2014


FY Charter Opened: 2000 Charter Signed: 06/01/1999


Charter Granted: 03/12/1999 Corp. Commission Status Government Entity - No Data
Available


Corp. Commission File # — Corp. Type Government Entity


Corp. Commission Status
Date


08/01/2012 Charter Enrollment Cap 100


Charter Contact Information


Mailing Address: 2411 West 14th Street
Tempe, AZ 85281


Website: —


Phone: 480-731-8106 Fax: 480-731-8111


Mission Statement: Through a shared vision, Phoenix College Preparatory Academy is committed to creating and
sustaining a community where all learners will pursue high standards to succeed in college and
career.


Charter Representatives: Name: Email: FCC Expiration Date:


1.) Ms. Margaret McConnell margaret.mcconnell
@domail.maricopa.edu


—


2.) Ms. Debra Thompson debra.thompson
@domail.maricopa.edu


11/30/2012


Academic Performance - Phoenix College Preparatory Academy


School Name: Phoenix College Preparatory School CTDS: 07-87-43-201
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Academy


School Entity ID: 81175 Charter Entity ID: 81174


School Status: Open School Open Date: 09/01/1999


Physical Address: 1202 West Thomas Road
OSE105
Phoenix, AZ 85013


Website: —


Phone: 602-285-7998 Fax: 602-285-7697


Grade Levels Served: 9-12 FY 2012 100th Day ADM: 87.8825


Academic Performance Per Fiscal Year


FY AZ LEARNS Profile Met AYP


High School HS


2012 D — — —


2011 — Performing Plus — Not Met


2010 — Performing Plus — Met


2009 — — Performing No


2008 — — Performing Plus Yes


Charter/Legal Compliance


Charter Corporate Name: Maricopa County Community College District on behalf of Phoenix Preparatory
Academy


Charter CTDS: 07-87-43-000 Charter Entity ID: 81174


Charter Status: Open Contract Effective Date: 06/01/1999


Timely Submission of AFR


Year Timely


2012 Yes


2011 Yes


2010 Yes


2009 Yes


2008 Yes


Timely Submission of Budget


Year Timely


2013 Yes


2012 Yes


2011 Yes


2010 Yes


2009 Yes


Special Education Monitoring Detail


SPED Monitoring Date 06/21/2010 Child Identification In Compliance


Evaluation/Re-evaluation: In Compliance IEP Status: In Compliance


Delivery of Service: In Compliance Procedural Safeguards: In Compliance


Sixty Day Item Due Date — ESS Compliance Date: —


Audit and Fiscal Compliance


Charter Corporate Name: Maricopa County Community College District on behalf of Phoenix Preparatory
Academy


Charter CTDS: 07-87-43-000 Charter Entity ID: 81174


Charter Status: Open Contract Effective Date: 06/01/1999
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Timely Submission of Annual Audit


Year Timely


2012 Yes


2011 Yes


2010 Yes


2009 Yes


2008 Yes


Audit Issues Requiring Corrective Action Plan (CAP)


There were no CAP Issues for fiscal years 2008 to 2012.


Repeat Issues Identified through Audits


FY Issue #1


2012 Repeat Personnel


2011


2010


2009


2008
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PHOENIX COLLEGE PREPARATORY ACADEMY – CHARTER RENEWAL APPLICATION 


General Application Information 


Academic Plan:  Phoenix College Preparatory Academy began as Teacher Preparation Charter 


High School in 2003 with the goal to articulate with the teacher education programs at Phoenix 


College and South Mountain Community College in an effort to encourage and allow student to 


pursue teaching as a career and to enroll in post-secondary teacher education programs.  Over 


the years the school moved to a site on the Phoenix College main campus and changed its name 


to Phoenix College Preparatory Academy because students were choosing many other careers 


besides teaching.  One focus that was always maintained was that students should be able to 


take college classes while in high school and earn credit at both the high school and college 


level.  This vision of an early college high school model lives on today.   


As we move forward, we hope to make it as easy as possible for students to continue to be able 


to do this.  We are in the process of changing our class master schedule to a hybrid schedule 


that more closely matches a college class schedule.  In this way, students will be able to attend a 


college class or a high school class at any given period and not have to have the college class 


overlap the high school class as is the case now.  We would like to test all of our students in 


college placement tests (currently the Acuplacer) to see which classes they are qualified to take 


and give us another barometer on their capabilities. 


We will continue to have small class sizes (less than 25 students per class) and certified/highly 


qualified instructors to teach our students.  We would like to provide as many opportunities for 


students to take college classes as possible so students will be able to take fine arts and foreign 


language classes at the college along with other electives or higher level core classes that they 


may qualify to take, especially in math and science.  Our goal is to have our students become 


more comfortable in the college setting and they will spend many of their open hours studying 


at Phoenix College rather than our campus. 


We hope to work even closer with Phoenix College to help our students in college readiness and 


career preparedness by utilizing counselors, academic advisors and other key personnel from 


the college.  Our science department is already working with the college to conduct science labs 


in their lab facilities, which has proven very beneficial. 


II a. Academic Performance Section 


1a. Student Growth Percentile:   Math – 25, Reading - 33 


1b. Student Growth Percentile Bottom 25%:  Math – 19, Reading – 39 


2a. Percent Passing:  Math – 38, Reading – 69 


2b. Composite School Comparison:  Math – 5.3, Reading – 6.6 







2c.  Subgroup ELL:  Math – 43, Reading – 81 


3a. State Accountability:   Grade – 25, Grad Rate – 78 


Overall Rating:  59.375 (Does Not Meet Standard) 


When I began as the new principal in mid-July of 2012 and saw our Arizona Learns score for the previous 


school year I immediately put a plan into place to improve our academic performance.  In conferencing 


with our teachers who were here last year and the administrators that hired me, I learned that the 


2011-2012 was a difficult school year in which many changes occurred and disputes between some 


teachers and administration caused students to not perform to expected levels.   


The greatest change came in curriculum delivery when in the fall of 2011 the school adopted a 


curriculum that was delivered through computers.  While some training was provided, the teachers felt 


unprepared and soon the students learned some techniques to help them pass tests and quizzes.  The 


administration had a “learn at your own pace” philosophy so teachers were directed to give incompletes 


and students could finish classes whenever they could.  Because there was no deadline there was no 


sense of urgency for students to complete a course and many students didn’t.  Some of the ones that 


did figured out ways to get good grades on tests and quizzes so they passed the class but didn’t learn 


the material as evidenced by their AIMS scores.  A significant division between the administrative office 


and the teachers emerged.  Some students were allowed to complete classes on their own and teachers 


wanted more control over the curriculum. 


When I arrived I made it clear that teachers would teach the way that they can teach best, even if it 


meant not using the computer based curriculum at all.  While we still have some students taking classes 


in and independent study setting, the core teacher is the sole person responsible for the grade and 


setting the parameters for the course.  Teachers have now learned the ins and outs of the computer 


system so they have tightened up the loopholes that existed last year.  More classroom activities have 


been incorporated into instruction (this was a request from both students and faculty) and more rigor 


has been added to our classes.  I believe these techniques are paying off as our fall AIMS scores showed 


significant improvement from the spring of 2012.  Our average scores increased and most of our 


students taking the math AIMS went from Falls Far Below to Approaches and two students went from 


Falls Far Below to Meets.   


Teachers are now in charge of their classrooms and are taking direct responsibility for how students 


perform in their class.  Students are being held more accountable and they must complete the 


coursework by the end date in order to receive a passing grade.  Extensions can be given in extenuating 


circumstances.  Some benefits from our computerized curriculum are that core classes are aligned to 


both the Arizona State Standards and the Common Core Standards.  The software can also prescribe 


areas where the student is weak and strong if s/he needs to re-take a class so the student can 


concentrate only in the weak areas and not have to repeat the strong areas.   







Our teachers also give a lot of themselves to help students succeed.  There is always at least one teacher 


who keeps a classroom open for tutoring at lunch and after school so students can get additional help or 


make up time on the computer work if they don’t have access to a computer at home.   


Our school utilizes the early college high school model and many of our students use dual enrollment to 


take college classes at the same time they are taking high school classes.  The current master schedule 


that I inherited is a 4X4 block with 90-minute periods.  This makes it very difficult for many students to 


take college classes because they have to take their college classes on top of their high school classes.  


Next year we will incorporate a hybrid schedule which better coincides with the college so students can 


take a college class on from 9:00 – 10:30 AM on Tuesday and Thursday for instance and take a high 


school class at the same time on Monday and Wednesday.  We can provide a study hall on Friday to 


provide help in both classes. 


While we have utilized the early college high school model since our inception, during the past few 


years, students who had no intention of attending college began to enroll here.  I’ve had several 


students tell me that the reason they came to our school this year is because they heard it was easy.  


Needless to say this is not the image we want to convey to the community.  We increased the rigor of 


our classes and will continue to do so.  We have provided extra assistance and opportunities for 


students to try and make up failed classes but these opportunities won’t be as prevalent next year.  I 


wanted to give the students already here to have a chance to get back on track but those opportunities 


will dwindle in the future due to budget constraints.  I have turned down students who were attracted 


to us because they thought we are a credit recovery school, but we are not.  Other students who have 


seen the increased rigor and realize that they have to get a C or better to pass our core classes and they 


need 24 credits instead of the state minimum 22, have transferred to alternative schools which better 


suit their needs.   I also plan on focusing our recruiting efforts on those students who are serious about 


their education and who would like to get a head start on college.  We have been funding a small 


athletic program but that will end this year.  I am planning on using the money spent on athletics toward 


academic endeavors and encouraging our teachers to sponsor clubs for students including intramural 


athletics.  This year we will have our first high school graduate who will earn her AA degree the day 


before she receives her diploma.  With our new master schedule, our focus on recruiting more serious 


students and our increased rigor, I eventually hope to have 10% – 20% of our high school graduates also 


earning their Associates degrees. 


As we move to the Common Core Standards and curriculum, we are evaluating our current curriculum 


software to decide if it is truly aligned to the Common Core Standards, truly meets our needs as an 


online curriculum and provides the rigor we want to establish.  We will look at the adaptability of this 


software and study other options if we can find something better.  We will soon be using Robert 


Marzano’s teacher evaluation instrument (iObservation) in which teachers can self-evaluate and make 


adjustments to become better teachers.  We will require all students to take the Acuplacer test for 


classes at Phoenix College and re-take it each year until they achieve the level they need to take the 


college classes they would like.  I want to encourage to take college classes that will give them both 


college and high school credit in required areas such as COMP 101 and 102, SPA 101, 102, 103 and 104, 


higher level math and/or science and US Government and Economics along with fine arts classes. 







II b. Detailed Business Plan Section 


1. Charter Holder’s Organizational Membership 


Maricopa County Community College District on behalf of Phoenix College Preparatory Academy 


is chartered by the Maricopa County Community College District.  Our charter signer is Maggie 


McConnell and all organizational membership information is currently up to date and any 


changes are updated as they occur and checked for accuracy on a regular basis but at least once 


per year. 


 


2. Charter Holder’s Financial Sustainability 


Maricopa County Community College District on behalf of Phoenix College Preparatory Academy 


has received a waiver from completing the renewal application’s Charter Holder’s Financial 


Sustainability section 


 


 


Robert S. Asadi 


Principal, Phoenix College Preparatory Academy 
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Maricopa County Community College District  


on behalf of Phoenix Preparatory Academy - Entity ID 81174 
School: Phoenix College Preparatory Academy 


 


Renewal Executive Summary 
 


Performance Summary 


 
Maricopa County Community College District on behalf of Phoenix Preparatory Academy did not meet 
the academic performance expectations of the Board as set forth in the Performance Framework and 
was required to submit a Demonstration of Sufficient Progress. Through the submission and evidence 
reviewed during an on-site visit, the charter holder demonstrated sufficient progress toward meeting 
the Board’s academic performance expectations.  Maricopa County Community College District met the 
financial performance expectations as set forth in the Performance Framework adopted by the Board.  
Therefore, the charter holder was waived from submitting the Financial Sustainability portion of the 
Detailed Business Plan Section of the renewal application. Maricopa County Community College District 
is a government entity and was waived from the Organizational Membership portion of the Detailed 
Business Plan Section. 
 
 


Profile  
 


Maricopa County Community College District on behalf of Phoenix Preparatory Academy operates one 
school serving grades 9-12. The graph below shows the charter holder’s actual 100thday average daily 
membership (ADM) for fiscal years 2009-2013.  
  


 
 


 


A dashboard representation of Phoenix College Preparatory Academy’s academic outcomes, based upon 
the indicators and measures adopted by the Board, is provided below. 
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I.  Success of the Academic Program 
 


The overall rating for the school on the Board’s academic performance measures was 59.375 including 
points received for the FY 2012 letter grade of D as reported by the Arizona Department of Education. 
 
The Demonstration of Sufficient Progress (DSP) submitted by the charter holder with the renewal 
application package was evaluated using the DSP evaluation criteria to determine if the school operated 
by the charter holder is making progress toward meeting the Board’s academic performance 
expectations.  The initial DSP submitted by Maricopa County Community College District on behalf of 
Phoenix Preparatory Academy provided no data and the narrative did not address any of the required 
areas (curriculum, monitoring instruction, assessment, and professional development) for any of the 
measures that required a response and was scored as Not Acceptable. At the time of the charter 
holder’s Five-Year Interval Review, Performance Management Plans were not included in the Board’s 
processes for review.    
 
Staff conducted a site visit on April 24 to meet with Joel Laurin, Acting Principal, Margaret McConnell, 
Charter Representative, and Casandra Kakar, Vice President of Academic Affairs for Phoenix College to 
confirm the documentation presented in the DSP and collect additional information and documentation 
to be considered in the final evaluation of the charter holder’s Demonstration of Sufficient Progress 
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submission (presented in the charter holder’s renewal portfolio: c. DSP Evaluation Instrument).  During 
the visit, the charter holder provided evidence and documentation for areas not sufficiently addressed 
in the submitted DSP (presented in the renewal portfolio: d. DSP Evidence).  The charter holder 
discussed the school’s online curriculum, e2020, which is aligned to the Arizona State Standards and 
supports the blended learning model used by the school.  Two teachers described how they collect data 
from e2020 courses to monitor student progress and help make instructional decisions.  The acting 
principal presented focused professional development activities, including data dialogues. Recent AIMS 
scores in reading show a marked improvement from the previous year in the percent of students 
passing.   
 
Therefore, Maricopa County Community College District on behalf of Phoenix Preparatory Academy, 
through an evaluation of the DSP submitted, including information and documentation confirmed or 
collected at the site visit, was able to demonstrate sufficient progress toward meeting the Board’s 
academic performance expectations.   
 


II. Viability of the Organization 
 


The charter holder meets the Board’s financial performance expectations. Therefore, the charter holder 
was not required to submit the Charter Holder’s Financial Sustainability portion of the Detailed Business 
Plan Section.  
 


III. Adherence to the Terms of the Charter 
 
 


A.  Compliance Matters Requiring Board or Other Agency Action  
 
Over the past six years, there were no items to report.  
 
B.  Other Compliance Matters  
 
The fiscal year 2012 audit identified a repeated audit issue involving the charter holder not maintaining 
up-to-date fingerprints for all of its governing board members. 
 


C. Charter Holder’s Organizational Membership 
 
Maricopa County Community College District is a government entity and was waived from submitting 
the Organizational Membership portion of the Detailed Business Plan Section.  
 


  


 


Board Options 
 
Option 1:  The Board may approve the renewal. Staff recommends the following language provided for 
consideration:  Renewal is based on consideration of academic, fiscal and contractual compliance of the 
charter holder. In this case, the charter holder did not meet the academic performance expectations set 
forth in the Board’s performance framework but was able to demonstrate sufficient progress toward the 
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Board’s expectations. Additionally, the Board has adopted an academic performance framework that 
allows for additional consideration of the charter holder throughout the next contract period.  With that 
taken into consideration as well as all information provided to the Board for consideration of this 
renewal application package and during its discussion with representatives of the charter holder, I move 
to approve the request for charter renewal and grant a renewal contract to Maricopa County 
Community College District on behalf of Phoenix Preparatory Academy. 
 
Option 2: The Board may deny the renewal. The following language is provided for consideration: Based 
upon a review of the information provided by the representatives of the charter holder and the contents 
of the application package which includes the academic performance, the fiscal compliance, and legal 
and contractual compliance of the charter holder over the charter term, I move to deny the request for 
charter renewal and to not grant a renewal contract for Maricopa County Community College District on 
behalf of Phoenix Preparatory Academy.  Specifically, the charter holder, during the term of the 
contract, failed to meet the obligations of the contract or failed to comply with state law when it: (Board 
member must specify reasons the Board found during its consideration.) 
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Demonstration of Sufficient Progress Evaluation Instrument 


Charter Holder Name: Maricopa County Community College District 
on behalf of Phoenix Preparatory Academy                       
School Name: Phoenix College Preparatory Academy 
Date Submitted: March 1, 2013 


Required for:  Renewal                                                               
 
Evaluation Completed: April 18, 2013 


 
I = Result after initial evaluation 
S = Result after evaluation of information collected from the site visit  
Measure  


Acceptable 
Not 


Acceptable 
Comments 


1a. Student Median Growth Percentile 
(SGP) Math 


S I 


Curriculum: The narrative describes disjointed efforts to develop or address school 
curriculum aligned with Arizona Academic Standards. The narrative provided did not 
demonstrate that the school implemented a curriculum that contributes to increased 
student growth in Math. Applicant provided additional documentation at the site 
visit that demonstrated sufficient curriculum that contributes to increased student 
growth in Math. 
 
Instruction: The narrative does not describe the monitoring and evaluation of 
standards and instructional practices. The narrative provided did not demonstrate 
that the school implemented a plan for monitoring the integration of the AZ 
Academic Standards into instruction. At the site visit, applicant described and 
demonstrated the online curriculum and its alignment to the Arizona State 
Standards. 
 
Assessment: The narrative does not describe a comprehensive assessment system 
based on clearly defined performance measures.  The narrative provided did not 
demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for monitoring and documenting 
increases in student growth in Math. At the site visit, applicant described and 
demonstrated the assessment aspect of the online curriculum. 
 
Professional Development: The narrative provided did not demonstrate that the 
school implemented a professional development plan that contributed to increased 
student growth in Math.  Professional development has been provided for 
implementation of the e2020 curriculum. A targeted professional development plan 
is in the early stages of implementation. 
 
No data was provided for this measure.  Based upon review of documentation 
provided at the site visit, data was not specific to student median growth 
percentiles. 
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Measure  
Acceptable 


Not 
Acceptable 


Comments 


1a. Student Median Growth Percentile 
(SGP) 
Reading 


S I 


Curriculum: The narrative describes disjointed efforts to develop or address school 
curriculum aligned with Arizona Academic Standards. The narrative provided did not 
demonstrate that the school implemented a curriculum that contributes to increased 
student growth in Reading.  Applicant provided additional documentation at the site 
visit that demonstrated sufficient curriculum that contributes to increased student 
growth in Reading. 
 
Instruction: The narrative does not describe the monitoring and evaluation of 
standards and instructional practices. The narrative provided did not demonstrate 
that the school implemented a plan for monitoring the integration of the AZ 
Academic Standards into instruction.  At the site visit, applicant described and 
demonstrated the online curriculum and its alignment to the Arizona State 
Standards. 
 
Assessment: The narrative does not describe a comprehensive assessment system 
based on clearly defined performance measures.  The narrative provided did not 
demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for monitoring and documenting 
increases in student growth in Reading.  At the site visit, applicant described and 
demonstrated the assessment aspect of the online curriculum. 
 
Professional Development: The narrative provided did not demonstrate that the 
school implemented a professional development plan that contributed to increased 
student growth in Reading. Professional development has been provided for 
implementation of the e2020 curriculum. A targeted professional development plan 
is in the early stages of implementation. 
 
No data was provided for this measure.  Based upon review of documentation 
provided at the site visit, data in Reading demonstrated improved student 
achievement but only anecdotal reports specific to student growth were provided. 
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Measure  
Acceptable 


Not 
Acceptable 


Comments 


1b. Student Median Growth Percentile 
(SGP) Bottom 25% 
Math 


S I 


Curriculum: The narrative describes disjointed efforts to develop or address school 
curriculum aligned with Arizona Academic Standards. The narrative provided did not 
demonstrate that the school implemented a curriculum that contributes to increased 
student growth in Math.  Based on further review of additional documentation at 
the site visit, sufficient curriculum that contributes to increased student growth in 
Math for students with growth percentiles in the lowest 25% was evident. 
 
Instruction: The narrative does not describe the monitoring and evaluation of 
standards and instructional practices. The narrative provided did not demonstrate 
that the school implemented a plan for monitoring the integration of the AZ 
Academic Standards into instruction.  At the site visit, applicant described and 
demonstrated the online curriculum and its alignment to the Arizona State 
Standards. 
 
Assessment: The narrative does not describe a comprehensive assessment system 
based on clearly defined performance measures.  The narrative provided did not 
demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for monitoring and documenting 
increases in student growth in Math.  After further review at the site visit, a plan for 
monitoring and documenting student growth for students with growth percentiles 
in the lowest 25% in Math was demonstrated. 
 
Professional Development: The narrative provided did not demonstrate that the 
school implemented a professional development plan that contributed to increased 
student growth in Math.  Professional development has been provided for 
implementation of the e2020 curriculum. A targeted professional development plan 
is in the early stages of implementation. 
 
No data was provided for this measure. Additional data provided at the site visit was 
not specific to student median growth percentiles for the bottom 25% in Math.  
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Measure  
Acceptable 


Not 
Acceptable 


Comments 


1b. Student Median Growth Percentile 
(SGP) Bottom 25% 
Reading   


S I 


Curriculum: The narrative describes disjointed efforts to develop or address school 
curriculum aligned with Arizona Academic Standards. The narrative provided did not 
demonstrate that the school implemented a curriculum that contributes to increased 
student growth in Reading.  Based on further review of additional documentation at 
the site visit, sufficient curriculum that contributes to increased student growth in 
Reading for students with growth percentiles in the lowest 25% was evident. 
 
Instruction: The narrative does not describe the monitoring and evaluation of 
standards and instructional practices. The narrative provided did not demonstrate 
that the school implemented a plan for monitoring the integration of the AZ 
Academic Standards into instruction.  At the site visit, applicant described and 
demonstrated the online curriculum and its alignment to the Arizona State 
Standards. 
 
Assessment: The narrative does not describe a comprehensive assessment system 
based on clearly defined performance measures.  The narrative provided did not 
demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for monitoring and documenting 
increases in student growth in Reading.  After further review at the site visit, a plan 
for monitoring and documenting student growth for students with growth 
percentiles in the lowest 25% in Reading was demonstrated. 
 
Professional Development: The narrative provided did not demonstrate that the 
school implemented a professional development plan that contributed to increased 
student growth in Reading.  Professional development has been provided for 
implementation of the e2020 curriculum. A targeted professional development plan 
is in the early stages of implementation. 
 
No data was provided for this measure.  Additional data provided at the site visit 
was not specific to student median growth percentiles for the bottom 25% in 
Reading. 


3a. A-F Letter Grade  State Accountability 
System 


S I 


 
The narrative and data provided did not demonstrate that the school is increasing 
student growth and proficiency or meeting targets as described in the A-F Letter 
Grade Model.  At the site visit, the school provided additional data that 
demonstrated that the school is increasing student growth and proficiency. 


 








Demonstration of Sufficient Progress Evidence Confirmed at Site Visit 


 
The table below reflects materials/items referenced in the Demonstration of Sufficient Progress that 
were confirmed on site: 


Evidence Requested Confirmed at Site Visit 


Reports generated by the curriculum software program, including 
reports that demonstrate how the program adapts in order to 
individualize instruction 


 Diagnostic test results 
identifying areas of student 
mastery 


 Student progress reports  


 Gradebook report 


Fall AIMS results as compared to student performance on previous 
administration(s) of AIMS 


 AIMS reports from ADE 


 Graphs of AIMS data 


Data on students dually enrolled  Information provided on site 
included data on students 
dually enrolled 


Documentation related to tutoring program  Tutoring attendance rosters 


 Lunch tutoring log 


Post-secondary enrollment data  Information provided on site 
included data on students 
enrolling in post-secondary 
education 


Evidence of curriculum evaluation to determine alignment with 
CCSS  


 E2020 scope and sequence 
document 


 Course assessment objectives 
aligned to CCSS   


Staff requested further information regarding areas not addressed in the Demonstration of Sufficient 
Progress.  The table below identifies whether or not those areas were determined to be sufficient.  


Evidence Requested Evidence Provided Sufficient 


Implementation of a curriculum that 
contributes to increased student 
growth in Math and Reading 


 E2020 diagnostic test reports X 


A plan for monitoring the integration 
of the Arizona Academic Standards 
into instruction in Math and Reading 


 E2020 curriculum          X 


A plan for monitoring and 
documenting increases in student 
growth in Math and Reading 


 E2020 diagnostic test reports 


 Spring 2013 AIMS results 


X 







Evidence Requested Evidence Provided Sufficient 


A professional development plan 
that contributes to increased 
student growth in Math and Reading 


 Certificates of Professional 
Development were provided in  the 
following areas:  


 Marzano Domain 1 Training 


 Strengths Quest Training 


 Mosaic 


 ACT College Readiness 


 e2020 Blended Learning 


 Common Core (History/Social 
Studies) 


 Strategic Plan Review/ Teacher 
Orientation Training 
 


         X 


Implementation of a Math 
curriculum that contributes to 
increased student growth for 
students with growth percentiles in 
the lowest 25% in Math 


 Information provided on site 
describes diagnostic tests that 
determine course content based 
upon student need 


 Modifications including paper copies 
of homework, tests and instruction 


 Oral testing 


 One-on-one time with  instructor 


 Lunch time tutoring attendance 
records 


X 


Implementation of a Reading 
curriculum that contributes to 
increased student growth for 
students with growth percentiles in 
the lowest 25% in Reading 


 Information provided on site 
describes diagnostic tests that assist 
in customizing course content based 
on student need 


 Instructional modifications including 
paper copies of homework, tests and 
instruction 


 Oral testing 


 One-on-one time with  instructor 


 Lunch time tutoring attendance 
records 


X 







Evidence Requested Evidence Provided Sufficient 


A plan for monitoring and 
documenting student growth for 
students with growth percentiles in 
the lowest 25% in Math and Reading 


 E2020 diagnostic test reports for 
students with growth percentiles in 
the lowest 25% in Math and Reading 


 Spring 2013 AIMS results identifying 
students with growth percentiles in 
the lowest 25% in Math and Reading 


X 


A professional development plan 
that contributes to increased 
student growth in Math and Reading 
for students with growth percentiles 
in the lowest 25% 


 Certificates of Professional 
Development were provided in  the 
following areas:  


 Marzano Domain 1 Training 


 Strengths Quest Training 


 Mosaic 


 ACT College Readiness 


 e2020 Blended Learning 


 Common Core (History/Social 
Studies) 


 Strategic Plan Review/ Teacher 
Orientation Training 


          X 


Efforts to meet targets described in 
the A-F Letter Grade Model 


 E2020 diagnostic test reports 


 Spring 2013 AIMS results  


 Information  provided on site that 
describes curriculum, assessments 
for online courses 


 Teachers supplement online 
environment with activities, 
assignments, lectures to support 
understanding of content 


X 


 
 





